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Abstract
Digital platforms are an omnipresent phenomenon that challenges incumbents by changing how we consume and provide digital
products and services. Whereas traditional firms create value within the boundaries of a company or a supply chain, digital
platforms utilize an ecosystem of autonomous agents to co-create value. Scholars from various disciplines, such as economics,
technology management, and information systems have taken different perspectives on digital platform ecosystems. In this
Fundamentals article, we first synthesize research on digital platforms and digital platform ecosystems to provide a definition
that integrates both concepts. Second, we use this definition to explain how different digital platform ecosystems vary according
to three core building blocks: (1) platform ownership, (2) value-creating mechanisms, and (3) complementor autonomy. We
conclude by giving an outlook on four overarching research areas that connect the building blocks: (1) technical properties and
value creation; (2) complementor interaction with the ecosystem; (3) value capture; and (4) the make-or-join decision in digital
platform ecosystems.
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Introduction

Regarding its digital platform ecosystems with more than 13,000
partners, the software company SAP stated, “reaching our full
potential depends on howwell we enable our partners, providing
them with [the] tools they need to accelerate growth and exceed
customer expectations in an increasingly complex world.” (SAP
Partner Edge 2017). Digital platforms as technical infrastructures
and their ecosystems of social actors continue to change entire

industries. Airbnb lists over 4 million accommodations, more
than the top five hotel brands combined (Hartmans 2017).
Uber has a network of 7 million drivers, overshadowing local
taxi companies (Dogtiev 2017). Facebook coordinates 2 billion
active users each month (Constine 2017), vastly outnumbering
newspaper subscriptions. All of those digital platforms build on
the widespread availability of constantly evolving information
technology, such as cloud computing, in-memory databases,
and analytical solutions for big data.
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Digital platforms combine and deploy these technologies
in new ways to incubate and coordinate an ecosystem of sup-
ply and demand (Hein et al. 2019a). In the ecosystem, actors
on the demand side take the role of complementors by co-
creating complementary products or services (e.g., Lucas
and Goh 2009; Alt et al. 2010). Complementors use boundary
resources, such as software development kits (SDK) provided
by the platform owner (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013), to
co-create specialized products or services (Boudreau 2012).
Customers are the beneficiaries and remunerate these services
through payments or by providing data and feedback. The
platform owner can incorporate this feedback to increase the
quality of existing services and tap into new markets
(Eisenmann et al. 2011).

Although digital platforms are an omnipresent phenome-
non, scholars from various disciplines have adopted different
perspectives. This Fundamentals article synthesizes the litera-
ture of digital platforms and ecosystems in combination
with contemporary examples of digital platform ecosystems
to develop a novel research model. The research model
helps to characterize and analyze different digital platform
ecosystems. Based on this synthesis, we suggest that three
attributes are essential when discussing the different variants
of digital platform ecosystems: (1) platform ownership, (2)
value-creating mechanisms, and (3) the autonomy of
complementors. We conclude this article by providing an out-
look on four overarching research areas.

Background and definitions

The scholarly field of digital platform ecosystems is broad and
diverse. Scholars from various disciplines take different perspec-
tives on how digital platforms orchestrate an ecosystem of actors
to co-create value (Lusch andNambisan 2015). These disciplines
include economics with a market-based perspective (Parker et al.
2017; McIntyre and Srinivasan 2017), technology management
with a technical perspective (Tiwana et al. 2010; Baldwin and
Woodard 2009; Tilson et al. 2010), and information systemswith
a socio-technical perspective (de Reuver et al. 2018;
Constantinides et al. 2018). Additionally, more recent articles
have emphasized the dedicated perspective of ecosystems as a
fruitful basis for new theories on sustaining competitive advan-
tage (Adner 2017; Jacobides et al. 2018; Kapoor 2018).

Digital platforms

The market-based perspective goes back to the work of
Rochet and Tirole (2003), who studied market power in the
presence of network externalities (Schilling 2002; Katz and
Shapiro 1986). Network externalities describe how the value
for one side of the market increases as the number of actors on
the other side increases (Schilling 2002). However, placing a

higher value on products or services with a vast installed-base
of actors presents challenges and offers new opportunities for
companies to leverage network effects (McIntyre and
Srinivasan 2017). One particular challenge for emerging dig-
ital platforms is the chicken-and-egg problem: the platform
needs both the complementor and the consumer side to ensure
a valid value proposition, but neither side is willing to join as
long as the other side is not populated (Caillaud and Jullien
2003). Another factor that influences the performance of dig-
ital platforms is the multi-homing behavior of users by reduc-
ing the exclusivity and dominant-firm equilibria (Koh and
Fichman 2014; Caillaud and Jullien 2003). Digital platforms
with a sufficient installed base—so-called platform leaders—
can use their dominant position in the market to increase their
market share even further (Gawer and Cusumano 2014).
Strategies include platform envelopment, adopted for example
by Amazon, that used its profits to tap into new markets by
subsidizing cloud-computing services or by using its informa-
tion superiority to out-compete internal complementors (Zhu
and Liu 2018). Other examples are antitrust cases, such as
those against Microsoft and Google (Iacobucci and Ducci
2019; Schmalensee 2000) that show the relevance and impor-
tance of the so-called “winner-take-all” effect of two-sided
markets (Cennamo and Santalo 2013).

The technical perspective sees digital platforms as software-
based platforms, that is, extensible codebases that provide core
functionality, supplemented by modular services (Tiwana et al.
2010; Tilson et al. 2010). Each modular service is a software
subsystem that can extend the functionality of the platform
(Baldwin and Woodard 2009). Examples for modular services
can be SDKs that the platform owner provides or value-adding
complements from complementors. Those complementors can
use standardized interfaces such as application programming in-
terfaces (API) to integrate new modules (Ghazawneh and
Henfridsson 2013; Hein et al. 2019b). The standardized integra-
tion process and modular architecture of software-based plat-
forms minimize interdependencies among modules and foster
network externalities by reducing translation costs between dif-
ferent modules (Farrell and Saloner 1985; Katz and Shapiro
1994). Thus, the software-based platform is not only a source
of economies of scale and scope (Thomas et al. 2014); it also
fosters economies of substitution (Garud and Kumaraswamy
1995). Economies of substitution result from reusing modular
and upgradable components in a platform instead of designing
a system from scratch (Garud and Kumaraswamy 1993). The
modularity of a software-based platform makes it easier for both
external complementors and the platform owner to substitute
system components while retaining a stable core. In turn, upgrad-
ability enables both parties to work on already-established mod-
ules that preserve the platform’s knowledge base (Wheelwright
and Clark 1992; Foerderer et al. 2019). In summary, the stability
of the software-based platform and boundary resources ensures
that complementors can develop and integrate modules without



1 The term, “ecosystems,” originated from biological systems of interacting
organisms that are placed in a habitat. Moore (1993) established this concept in
the business literature. The idea was taken up by Iansiti and Levien (2004) to
describe mutual dependencies of actors in business ecosystems.
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extensive knowledge of platform architectures, whereas themod-
ular architecture allows for versatility and scalability of new
modules (Tiwana et al. 2010).

Apart from the modular and architectural views on dig-
ital platforms, scholars draw on the innovation capabilities
of digital infrastructures (Tilson et al. 2010; Yoo et al.
2012; Constantinides et al. 2018), wherein a crucial char-
acteristic is the provision of digital affordances (Tan et al.
2016; Nambisan et al. 2019). Digital affordances refer to
“what an individual or organization with a particular pur-
pose can do with a technology” (Majchrzak and Markus
2013). To provide new affordances, the digital infrastruc-
ture builds upon a modular software-based platform that is
inherently malleable, meaning it can be reconfigured to
adapt user needs and prompt new technological advances
(Yoo et al. 2010; Hein et al. 2019a). The platform owner
provides affordances via boundary resources, such as
SDKs, that assist complementors in cultivating products
or services on top of a software-based platform
(Constantinides et al. 2018; Hein et al. 2019b). An exam-
ple is Apple’s introduction of the augmented reality kit
(ARKit) that extends the iOS platform and provides new
affordances to all third-party developers.

The socio-technical perspective focuses on how platform
owners integrate and govern an ecosystem of actors (de
Reuver et al. 2018). A particular governance mechanism is
the provision of boundary resources that takes the form of
interfaces, such as APIs, or toolkits, such as SDKs, to integrate
and enable an ecosystem of actors to co-create complementary
products or services (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013).
Interfaces represent standardized processes, whereas toolkits
provide a shared worldview by strengthening the interpreta-
tive flexibility between actors of the ecosystem and the digital
platform (Lusch and Nambisan 2015; Hein et al. 2019b).
Depending on the openness of interfaces, the platform owner
can restrict the ecosystem to internal use within the company,
for example, to enterprise resource planning systems or can
open the ecosystem to take advantage of the innovation capa-
bilities of external complementors that provide value-adding
services. The degree of openness also influences competition
within and across ecosystems (Gawer 2014; Thomas et al.
2014). Depending on the archetype of ownership, either a
central platform owner, a consortium of partners or a
decentralized peer-to-peer network need to balance control
rights against the autonomy of ecosystem actors (de Reuver
et al. 2018; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013). The owner-
ship status influences the evolutionary dynamics of an ecosys-
tem by changing how governance mechanisms such as input
and output control, and decision rights are implemented
(Tiwana et al. 2010; Tiwana 2014; Hein et al. 2016).
Consequently, research on digital platforms has emphasized
the need to focus on boundaries between digital platforms and
their ecosystem (Foerderer et al. 2019; Karhu et al. 2018).

Digital platform ecosystems

The latest conceptual work on ecosystems1 (Kapoor 2018;
Adner 2017; Jacobides et al. 2018) shows the rise of a new
research paradigm. Up to now, digital platforms have been
mainly analyzed from single paradigms such as economics
(Jiang et al. 2018), technical (Tiwana 2015), business
(Parker and Van Alstyne 2017), and social (Thies et al.
2016). Whereas the literature on boundary resources only
combines the social and technical paradigms (Eaton et al.
2015), we suggest a paradigm shift by integrating the intra-
organizational technical perspectives on digital platforms and
the inter-organizational economic, business, and social per-
spectives on ecosystems. In this new paradigm, digital plat-
forms rely heavily on autonomous agents that contribute to the
digital platform’s value proposition (Teece 2018). This core
tenet highlights the need for digital platforms to enable and
coordinate an ecosystem of actors while being exposed to
interdependencies. The interdependencies between platform
and agents in an ecosystem can have both economic and struc-
tural components (Kapoor 2018; Adner 2017).

Economic components describe the type of complementar-
ities of products or services provided by complementors.
Jacobides et al. (2018) focused on unique and supermodular
complementarities to characterize the relationship between a plat-
form and actors in an ecosystem. In a unique complementarity,
Product A does not function without Product B. More generally,
the value of Product A is maximized with Product B.
Additionally, the complementarity can be one-way. Thus,
Product A requires a particular Product or Service B. It can also
be two-way. Thus, Products A and B both require each other
(Teece 1986). In a supermodular complementarity, an increased
amount of Product A makes Product B more valuable, where A
and B are different products or services. The ecosystem of appli-
cation stores illustrates the effect of unique and supermodular
complementarities. The applications and the application store
have unique complementarity in the sense that the applications
cannot function without the store and its underlying platform.
Furthermore, a supermodular complementarity exists because
the presence of applications increases the value of the store
(Jacobides et al. 2018).

Another fundamental characteristic of an ecosystem is its
generativity (Henfridsson and Bygstad 2013; Yoo et al. 2010),
where generativity is defined as the “overall capacity to pro-
duce unprompted changes driven by large, varied, and unco-
ordinated audiences” (Zittrain 2005). Building on the digital
affordances provided by the platform owner, ecosystem actors
fuel generativity with individual innovation capabilities
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(Nambisan et al. 2019). For example, complementors can
share their knowledge to come up with new ideas of value-
adding complements, in turn, fueling the generativity of the
ecosystem (Dokko et al. 2014). Another example stems from
the application development industry, where more external
complementors on a digital platform lead to more variety
and more applications (Boudreau 2012).

The structural components in an ecosystem describe how ac-
tors interact with value proposition and value creation. Recent
studies have focused on three structural elements of ecosystems:
activities, actors, and architectures (Kapoor 2018; Adner 2017).

Activities are discrete actions that determine how value is
co-created in an ecosystem. Activities in a digital platform
ecosystem include the development of new applications or
the provision of services, such as offering rides or listing
new properties. Objects of inquiry include bottlenecks that
result from the interdependencies of actors and products
in an ecosystem. Bottlenecks are critical components whose
performance, costs, and scarcity constrain the value proposi-
tion of an ecosystem (Kapoor 2018). Research on digital plat-
forms has suggested that platforms act as bottlenecks to con-
trol and limit interactions in an ecosystem (Boudreau 2010).

Actors are agents that can take the role of complementors and
consumers who undertake activities and produce different offers.
First, complementors provide complementary products or ser-
vices to contribute to a platform’s value proposition. It is impor-
tant to note that the role of the complementor differs from that of
traditional firm-supplier relationships. Whereas the
complementor autonomously decides to join an ecosystem, in a
firm-supplier relationship, the firm exerts decision rights regard-
ing the cooperation (Kapoor 2018). Second, consumers refer to
service beneficiaries that, in turn, contribute to the platform’s
value proposition by providing insights about how and which
complements are used (Lusch and Nambisan 2015).

The architecture defines technological interactions that or-
chestrate the exchange between the supply and demand sides
of an ecosystem. This architecture can result in either a
platform- or product-based ecosystem (Kapoor 2018).
Platform-based ecosystems contain autonomous agents, such
as complementors, that contribute complementary products or
services. Depending on the ownership status of platforms, the
platform owners establish governance mechanisms that define
the ground rules for orchestrating interactions in the ecosys-
tems (Gawer and Cusumano 2002; Tiwana 2014). For exam-
ple, Uber facilitates the interactions between drivers and pas-
sengers. In contrast, product-based ecosystems entail one-
sided market interactions between a firm and consumers
(Kapoor 2018). For example, the mobility service provider,
DriveNow, owns the complementary products (cars) and
merely integrates consumers as service beneficiaries.

Summarizing research on digital platforms and ecosys-
tems, we conclude that digital platforms are built on a modular
architecture comprising a stable core and a flexible periphery

(Tiwana et al. 2010), taking advantage of economies of scale
and substitution (Garud and Kumaraswamy 1995; Thomas
et al. 2014). With platform governance mechanisms, the plat-
form owner facilitates transactions between autonomous
complementors and consumers in an ecosystem (Lusch and
Nambisan 2015; de Reuver et al. 2018). Above the modular
infrastructure, the platform owner provides affordances that
complementors can actualize based on individual innovation
capabilities. Besides, complementors can interact with each
other to utilize the generativity of the digital platform ecosys-
tem (Yoo et al. 2012; Nambisan et al. 2019). Based on this
synthesis, we propose the following definition:

a digital platform ecosystem comprises a platform owner
that implements governance mechanisms to facilitate value-
creating mechanisms on a digital platform between the plat-
form owner and an ecosystem of autonomous complementors
and consumers.

Three building blocks of digital platform
ecosystems

Applying the definition on established and emerging digital plat-
form ecosystems, we conclude three different building blocks to
characterize digital platform ecosystems: status of platform own-
ership; value-creating mechanisms in the ecosystem; and auton-
omy of complementors . In this section, we outline the
three building blocks and their characteristics based on variations
from well-known digital platform ecosystems.

Platform ownership

Platform ownership is an essential factor for the design and
governance of digital platform ecosystems (Bakos and
Katsamakas 2008; Tiwana et al. 2010). Platform ownership
is not just about the legal entity that owns the digital platform;
it also relates to the distribution of power in the ecosystem,
which can be centralized or decentralized. It also describes the
relationships among partners in the ecosystem. We found dif-
ferent ownership models that depend on the degree of power
centralization and classified them into three main archetypes.

First, there are centralized digital platform ecosystems con-
trolled by a single owner, such as Facebook, the Apple iOS
mobile operating system, and the SAP Cloud Platform. In this
case, power is centralized, and only the platform owner as a
single entity defines, establishes, and maintains governance
mechanisms. Thus, the platform owner can implement and adjust
governance mechanisms quickly and in a way that is best for
ecosystem growth. However, with a growing ecosystem, some
digital platforms have come to dominate their markets, such as
Google and Apple: the mobile operating system market. In such
cases, the centralized power of the platform owner becomes
overwhelming. For example, platform owners can exclude

(Fig. 1)



changes and functionality improvements of a district and to
specify how the generated revenue of a marketplace is used or
distributed (Lestan et al. 2017).

Platform value-creating mechanisms

Successful digital platforms facilitate value-creating mecha-
nisms in the platform ecosystem. These value-creating mech-
anisms build on the efficient and convenient facilitation of
transactions (Tiwana 2014) and the provision of affordances
making the digital platform a breeding ground for innovation
(Yoo et al. 2012).

With the first value-creating mechanism of transactions,
digital platforms help complementors and consumers locate
and interact with each other and exchange value in a mutually
beneficial manner (Evans 2012). The digital platform acts as
an intermediary by directly matching supply to demand and
suggesting possible transactions or by providing easy-to-use
search functions through which users can find transaction
partners. Via the orchestration of transactions, digital plat-
forms create two-sided markets (Armstrong 2006; Rochet
and Tirole 2003) that leverage cross-side network effects.
For example, Airbnb is a digital platform that facilitates trans-
actions between property owners and people looking for tem-
porary accommodations. The digital platform helps owners
advertise their accommodations and offers a fine-tuned search
functionality for users looking for a place to stay. Each new
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complementors from their platforms or limit collaboration with
hardware partners, such as Google did in 2019 with device man-
ufacturer Huawei (Satariano et al. 2019).

Second, digital platform ecosystems can be formed by con-
sortia, implying that a group of actors owns the digital plat-
form and, thus, establishes the governance mechanisms
(Bazarhanova et al. 2019). An example of this ownership ar-
chetype is the Cloud Foundry, an open-source, multi-cloud
application platform-as-a-service governed by the Cloud
Foundry Foundation. In contrast to centralized digital plat-
form ecosystems, consortia typically imply a distribution of
power over multiple stakeholders. These stakeholders jointly
define, establish, and maintain governance mechanisms for
the digital platform ecosystem. In the Cloud Foundry
Foundation, actors, such as Cisco, SAP, Dell EMC, IBM,
Pivotal, SUSE, and VMware, jointly support the management
of the platform ecosystem.

Third, there are decentralized digital platform ecosystems
governed by peer-to-peer communities. Blockchain platforms,
such as Ethereum or District0x, allow the creation of
decentralized ecosystems that can be governed by a commu-
nity (Riasanow et al. 2018a). This decentralization empowers
users to directly influence the future direction of the ecosys-
tem. For instance, District0x offers a digital platform that al-
lows users to design and establish new marketplaces in the
form of districts. As users stake tokens to a project, they gain
voting rights. These rights can be used to participate in design



listing utilizes economies of scale and substitution and in-
creases the value of the platform, making it a supermodular
complementarity that induces network effects between supply
and demand. Thus, individuals across the globe who would
never have initiated such a transaction are brought together via
the combined value of all listings on the Airbnb platform
(Hartmans 2017). The basis for this value-creatingmechanism
is a modular software-based platform, where the platform
owner provides value-creating services, such as payment
functionalities or recommender systems to increase the effi-
ciency and convenience of the services for the ecosystem
(Hein et al. 2019a).

The second value-creating mechanism refers to the innova-
tion capabil i t ies of digital platforms that enable
complementors to create solutions complementary to the plat-
form core (Tiwana 2014). The platform owner provides
a f fo rdances by offe r ing deve lopment too l s fo r
complementors, who, in turn, can use those boundary re-
sources to co-create value-adding complements (Ghazawneh
and Henfridsson 2013; Nambisan et al. 2019). For example,
SAP leverages third-party innovation on its SAP Cloud
Platform (Schreieck et al. 2019). The digital platform offers
affordances through APIs and other resources for
complementors to create applications that complement
SAP’s enterprise resource planning software. The South-
African SAP partner, EPI-USE, developed an application
based on the platform’s internet-of-things capabilities to mon-
itor endangered species using drones. The nonprofit organiza-
tion, Elephants, Rhinos & Peoples, uses this application to
obtain better information about the number of endangered
animals (SAP SE 2018).

Similar to Elephants, Rhinos & People, many other
complementors utilize the generativity of SAP’s offerings,
because third parties often have specialized knowledge and
experience, leading to knowledge transfer and better solu-
tions. Customers can choose from these innovative comple-
mentary applications when adapting the enterprise resource
planning software to their own needs or developing applica-
tions for their use.

Additionally, the generativity of the ecosystem can spoil
new affordances that can be used by the platform owner.
After establishing its ridesharing platform, Uber used its broad
ecosystem to build additional services, such as UberEats, ef-
fectively enveloping and tapping into new markets.

Complementor autonomy

The autonomy of complementors describes the degree of free-
dom complementors have when co-creating value with the
digital platform (Ye and Kankanhalli 2018). Complementors
with a high autonomy are loosely coupled to the digital plat-
form and contribute to the variety and amount of complements
(Boudreau 2012). In turn, complementors with a low

autonomy are tightly coupled to a digital platform and form
strategic partnerships that strengthen the core focal-value
proposition (Danneels 2003). Depending on the autonomy
of complementors, the platform owner must cope with vary-
ing levels of control, scalability, and flexibility (Parker and
Van Alstyne 2017).

High autonomy complementors refer to a loosely
coupled relationship in which the complementor is inde-
pendent and separate from the digital platform (Orton and
Weick 1990). The complementor can either be an actor
that actively contributes to the digital platform or another
platform that is compatible but not actively engaged in the
digital platform. An example of the former includes
complementors of Airbnb, where homeowners have rela-
tively low entrance barriers and can easily multi-home
between different platforms. Autonomous platform-to-
platform relationships can be illustrated in the case of
Facebook, where other platforms can implement features,
such as the “like” button. Although platform owners can-
no t exe r t d i r e c t con t r o l ove r h i gh au t onomy
complementors, they can use the design of boundary re-
sources to channel the interpretative flexibility of
complementors to specify the design process of comple-
ments (Lusch and Nambisan 2015). An example includes
SDKs, which help complementors develop complements
by providing them with guidance and boilerplate code
(Hein et al. 2019b; Foerderer et al. 2019).

Low-autonomy complementors refer to tightly coupled
strategic partners in which both the platform owner and
the complementor are mutually dependent and aligned
(Orton and Weick 1990). Again, low-autonomy
complementors can be individual actors or other plat-
forms. An example of tightly coupled actors is the Open
Handheld Alliance (OHA), used to promote and develop
the Android operating system and to jointly compete
against other mobile platforms, such as from Apple and
Microsoft. Low-autonomy platform-to-platform relation-
ships describe core dependencies and contributions to
focal-value propositions such as Netflix that strongly re-
lies on the Amazon Web Services infrastructure, despite
having competing video-on-demand services (Butler
2013). Compared to high-autonomy relationships, tightly
coupled partnerships are determined by high mutual trust,
a commonly defined goal, and contracts (Steensma and
Corley 2000) that define whether parties are allowed to
provide their services to competing platforms.

It is important to note that digital platforms can build upon
both high- and low-autonomy complementors. Taking
Android as an example, they incorporate value-adding com-
plements in the form of applications from a large amount of
highly autonomous application developers while also sustain-
ing low-autonomy relationships in the OHA to improve the
core operating system.

92 A. Hein et al.
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Research outlook

We recommend that future research on digital platform eco-
systems considers the intersection between the internal digital
platform and the platform owner, the external ecosystem and
the autonomous complementors, and the intermediate per-
spective of value-creating mechanisms in the ecosystem.
Combining different perspectives and the three building
blocks provides holistic insights and actionable recommenda-
tions for theory and practice. In particular, we suggest inves-
tigating four novel avenues (see Table 1):

Technical properties and value creation

The first avenue for future research aims to reveal on how the
platform owner can influence the value-creating mechanisms
in the digital platform ecosystem. Prior information system
studies on digital platform ecosystems primarily focused on
economic aspects and advanced our understanding of topics,
including organizational design (Ondrus et al. 2015) and mar-
ket mechanisms (Lee 2013). To better understand the success
factors of digital platform ecosystems, it is useful to examine
their underlying technical properties (Tilson et al. 2010) and
how those properties influence the co-creation of value with
the ecosystem (de Reuver et al. 2018). Whereas the simple
model of a platform as a stable core with a flexible periphery
helps us understand the fundamental mechanisms of digital
platforms, it does not illustrate the complexity of digital plat-
forms that have emerged in recent years such as in the case of
Taobao.com (Xie et al. 2018).

Although we know that the efficient and convenient or-
chestration of transactions between supply and demand is a
core mechanism of digital platforms (Gawer 2014; Thomas
et al. 2014), it remains unclear how the IT artifact maintains a
stable core and flexible periphery of modular complements.
When observing the release history of iOS, significant updates
are deployed each year, introducing new features, that can
substitute complementary services, and boundary resources,
such as ARKit (Costello 2019), that provide affordances to an
ecosystem of complementors. This example illustrates how
the software-based platform is subject to frequent changes at
its stable core. However, it is unclear how, when, or why the
stable core is altered to introduce new features, and what ex-
ternal information leads to the enhancement of the digital plat-
form. Fruitful areas of future research range from investigating
core IT artifacts, such as microservice architectures (Balalaie
et al. 2016) and the relationship between infrastructure and
supermodular complements (Tiwana 2018), work practices
such as DevOps (Ebert et al. 2016; Wiedemann et al. 2019)
that maintain and accelerate economies of substitution, and
the utilization of customer data to determine which additional
resources the platform owner needs to deploy to fuel the
generativity of the ecosystem.

Another avenue of future research is the digital platform’s
technical innovation capabilities (Tilson et al. 2010; Yoo et al.
2012; Henfridsson and Bygstad 2013).We know that platform
owners use boundary resources as standardized forms to en-
able a wide variety of complementors (Hein et al. 2019b;
Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013) to develop many various
complements (Boudreau 2012) fostering economies of scope.

Table 1 Fruitful avenues for
future research in digital platform
ecosystems

Avenue Immediate future research questions

Technical properties and value
creation

• When, why, and how is the stable core altered to introduce new
affordances?

• How does the platform owner balance the standardization and
interpretative flexibility of boundary objects?

Value capture in digital platform
ecosystems

• What is the ideal degree of value capture in different competitive
situations and lifecycle stages of a digital platform?

• At what point do additional investments in platform architecture and
governance no longer pay off in terms of value capture?

•How is value shared in a platform ecosystem owned by a consortium or a
peer-to-peer community?

Complementor interaction with the
ecosystem

• How do different types of complementors interact with the digital
platform to increase generativity?

• How can complementors in ecosystems influence the strategic decisions
of owners of digital platforms?

Make-or-join decision in digital
platform ecosystems

•When and how should firms establish a new digital platform ecosystem?
When and how should firms join an existing digital platform
ecosystem?

• Which technical, economic, and ecosystem capabilities do platform
owners need to build a digital platform ecosystem?

• How do we motivate complementors to join, grow, stay, and engage in
the digital platform ecosystem?

http://taobao.com
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However, standardizing boundary resources too much could
reduce the affordances provided by limiting the flexibility of
complementors to come up with creative, out-of-the-box so-
lutions (Foerderer et al. 2014). Hence, the platform owner
must carefully balance the standardization of boundary re-
sources to enable easy adoption in combination with
the flexibility provided to use the innovation capabilities of
individual complementors. By understanding this tradeoff, we
can elaborate what measures platform owners can take to con-
trol the generativity of a digital platform ecosystem by either
reducing entrance barriers to a variety of complementors
through standardization or by granting flexibility to come up
with innovative complements.

Value capture in digital platform ecosystems

The second avenue for future research aims to indicate how the
platform owner and the autonomous complementors capture val-
ue in digital platform ecosystems. Recent research on digital
platforms has predominantly aimed to explain how platform
owners and complementors interact in the digital platform eco-
system to create value. We summarized this as value-adding
mechanisms for transaction and innovation. The question of
how the value is distributed among the platform owner and
complementors, that is, who captures what share of the value,
remains mostly unanswered (Helfat and Hall 2018).

To better understand the value a platform owner can cap-
ture, it is crucial to analyze their position to claim value and
their costs associated with governing the ecosystem. For ex-
ample, a platform owner who dominates a market can claim a
higher share of the value than a platform owner new to a
market. Simultaneously, creating economies of scale and sub-
stitution and providing affordances require investments in the
platform’s architecture and boundary resources.

Considerations of value capture must go beyond pricing and
revenue-sharing mechanisms (Hagiu 2006; Tiwana 2014; Oh
et al. 2015). Scholars have already suggested that the absorption
of complementary solutions (Parker et al. 2017; Eisenmann et al.
2009) and investments in selected complementary products
(Rietveld et al. 2016) are further mechanisms capturing value
from a digital platform ecosystem. Building on that knowledge,
it would be worthwhile to study the ideal degree of value capture
in different competitive situations and lifecycle stages of a digital
platform. The ideal degree of value capture might also differ for
different levels of autonomy that complementors are granted.
Furthermore, we raise the question of at what point additional
investments in platform architecture and governance no longer
pay off in terms of value capture. For example, maintaining and
updating resources, such as an SDK for third-party developers, is
costly and needs to be considered when calculating the value
captured from third-party innovation in the ecosystem. Lastly,
value sharing and thus, value capture, differs across ownership
archetypes. Even the definition of what is perceived as value

might differ, because participation in a consortium can be based
on motives other than monetary, such as gaining insights into
technological advances or being visible within an industry.

Complementor interaction with ecosystem

The third avenue for future research aims to shed light on how
the autonomous complementors in a digital platform ecosys-
tem can influence value-creating mechanisms. The scientific
research on the autonomy of complementors in digital plat-
form ecosystems has focused mainly on the platform-owner
perspective and the paradox of balancing control and open-
ness (Boudreau 2012; Tiwana et al. 2010). The platform own-
er can either use the design of boundary resources
(Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013; Eaton et al. 2015) or gov-
ernance mechanisms, including defining decision rights and
review processes (Tiwana 2014; Song et al. 2018) to balance
control and openness. However, we still know little about how
complementors as a level of analysis can influence the crea-
tion of value in a digital platform ecosystem (Selander et al.
2013) or even how the generativity of an ecosystem can influ-
ence the digital platform (Adner 2017).

Taking the complementor as a level of analysis, we know
that different states of complementor motivation can influence
the performance of digital platforms (Chen et al. 2018) and
that complementors cross-pollinate from a variety of different
ecosystems to increase the generativity of the digital platform
ecosystem (Selander et al. 2013). Apart from notable excep-
tions (Ye and Kankanhalli 2018), it remains unclear how dif-
ferent types of high and low autonomy complementors inter-
act with the digital platform to provide new affordances and
increase the generativity of the digital platform ecosystem.
Shifting the object of inquiry to complementors allows us to
shed light on their work processes, their adoption processes,
and their development of platform-specific capabilities. We
seek to understand how complementors can shape the future
direction of the digital platform. An example is the growing
discontent of Uber drivers who protest for better working con-
ditions. They are attempting to impose changes in governance
mechanisms implemented by the platform owner (Conger
et al. 2019).

The ecosystem perspective primarily deals with the
impact of network effects (Song et al. 2018; Parker et al.
2017) or how the digital platform can fuel or constrain the
focal-value proposition of an ecosystem (Kapoor 2018;
Kapoor and Agarwal 2017). However, as shown in the exam-
ple of striking complementors in the case of Uber (Conger
et al. 2019), complementors can also influence the strategic
decisions of digital platform ecosystems. The same interde-
pendencies can be observed at the ecosystem level, where not
only the platform owner can provide affordances to the eco-
system, but the ecosystem can also generate affordances that
the platform owner can actualize. Taking Uber as an example,
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the company first established an efficient infrastructure that
orchestrates interactions between drivers and passengers and
then recognized that this ecosystem could also be used to
provide additional services, such as UberEats. Those interde-
pendencies give rise to novel questions, such as how the struc-
ture of ecosystems can influence strategic decisions of plat-
form owners. Zhu and Iansiti (2019), for example, showed
that local clusters of supply and demand in the case of Uber
provided less (supermodular) value to the digital platform
compared to global clusters in the case of Airbnb. A conse-
quence is that less-dense ecosystem structures are more prone
to multi-homing effects.

Make-or-join decision in digital platform ecosystems

Last, the fourth avenue for future research spans across all
three building blocks and covers the perspective of incumbent
firms that find themselves confronted with the decision of
whether to establish a new digital platform ecosystem or join
an existing one. Recent examples can be found in various
industries, ranging from mobility-service platforms (Frahm
2019) to additive manufacturing (EOS GmbH 2019). In the
former case, both Daimler and BMW created product-based
platforms and joined forces by merging into a consortium-
based mobility platform ecosystem. In the latter case, EOS,
an additive manufacturing company, established a new digital
production ecosystem.

Despite notable exceptions (Sebastian et al. 2017), we
know relatively little about how incumbents transition toward
digital platform ecosystems and what challenges arise during
their transformations (Hein et al. 2019a; de Reuver et al.
2018). It is unclear why and how firms should establish a
digital platform. Organizations can develop a platform on their
own, as a consortium of industry partners, or as a peer-to-peer
platform ecosystem. Additionally, we suggest future research
to uncover the technical, economic, and ecosystem capabili-
ties needed to build a digital platform ecosystem (Tan et al.
2016). First, technical capabilities deal with how firms trans-
form their legacy system toward a digital infrastructure capa-
ble of fostering economies of scale and substitution and digital
affordances. Second, economic capabilities deal with how the
firm can innovate their business model from a one-sided to a
two-sided business model where they can still capture suffi-
cient value. Third, from an ecosystem perspective, it is pivotal
to understand how firms can integrate their existing network
of stakeholders from a goods-dominant perspective of creat-
ing value to a services-dominant perspective of co-creating
value (Lusch and Nambisan 2015). Thus, incumbents can
apply platform governance mechanisms used in digital plat-
form ecosystems, but they must adapt them to the specific
situations related to their existing network of stakeholders.
Additionally, firms must align those capabilities to define the
core functionalities of their digital platform and determine

what is left for complementary services building on the mod-
ular architecture of the digital platform (Tiwana et al. 2010;
Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013).

Based on technical or economic reasons, the decision may
also be to join an existing digital platform ecosystem. First, a
thorough analysis of the ecosystem is helpful to identify the
roles of the actors (Riasanow et al. 2018b). Organizations
should also understand value creation in the ecosystem
(Urmetzer et al. 2018). Based on the assessment and the anal-
ysis of their own technical and economic capabilities, organi-
zations can identify suitable roles in the ecosystem. However,
this can depend on the ownership structure and the technical
architecture of the digital platform. For example, some ser-
vices may not be feasible to provide, or they are already cov-
ered by the digital platform owner and architecture.
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